
Living the Poor Life 
The project itself is deeply rooted in the records and experience of the nineteenth century 
poor. Allied to this is a desire to engage with the historical research community to assist 
active researchers to create the tools required for their and others research. While census, 
wills and BMD searches can quickly provide the bones of both family and academic 
research, „flesh on these bones‟ means that researchers quickly need to dig deep into less 
well known and poorly listed material. One of the nineteenth centuries best known 
institutions, “the Victorian workhouse”, has some of the most difficult records to access and 
interpret, but they are essential for any understanding of working class life. 
 
Key archives of the (Ministry of Health) MH 12 Poor Law Union Correspondence are held at 
TNA. These are the letters, memos and reports etc., which passed continuously between 
the 600 plus poor law unions and the Poor Law Commission/Board in London. The subject 
matters contained within these volumes varies; but covers all aspects of local poor law 
administration and is one of the best sets of material for the “raw history” of the working 
class poor. The subject matters include significant nineteenth century information on: 
-The treatment of poverty: policy as well as thousands of individual pauper cases; includes 
a large number of cases of neglect and ill-treatment.  
-Labour issues: for example, wages, standards of living, local trade unions, anti-poor law 
agitations, friendly societies, strikes, Chartism.  
-The establishment and operation of workhouse schools, infirmaries and other means of 
health provision; covering general issues of pauper education, expressions of teacher 
competence, individual health cases concerning child health, childbirth, midwifery, insanity 
etc.  
-General assessments and individual cases concerning prices, working class housing.  
-Crime/law and order: criminal activities of poor families, poor law officials, references to 
poor families who lost their main income through punishment of a family member to prison, 
transportation etc.  
-Migration (particularly strong on Irish matters) and religion: includes the movement of 
families from low wage agricultural regions to less insecure wages in the northern and 
industrial centres. 
The key problem for researchers using this material is its immense size and poor listing; this 
being the case how best to catalogue the material? TNA has a long tradition of working with 
volunteers, and has been delighted with the commitment they bring, and the quality of the 
work they produce. The MH 12 records are arranged by county and then by union making 
them ideally suited for a remote volunteering project whereby local groups may research 
and catalogue their own “local records”. 
TNA wanted to engage with volunteers from across the country and the project targeted 21 
different areas (22 poor law unions), from Berwick upon Tweed in the north to Truro in the 
south-west and from Mitford and Launditch in East Anglia across to Cardiff and Llanfyllin in 
Wales. Inland and coastal, industrial and rural areas are all covered allowing researchers to 
make detailed comparisons of poor law practice in a variety of areas. It is from the scanned 
document images of the selected poor law union correspondence that the volunteer editors 
are producing the detailed entries that will become key word searchable in TNA‟s 
Catalogue. 

Target Audience 
 
This ranges from the academic specialist researcher interested in the policy of nineteenth 
century welfare to the first time family historian. In addition TNA were seeking to reach other 
groups such as those who think “history isn‟t for them”. According to the first ever global 



congress of television history producers, “history is the new rock and roll” – a statement 
presumably prompted by the huge growth of interest in the topic over recent years, fuelled 
by programmes like “Who Do you Think You Are?” Programmes like this that make history 
more personal (and somehow more real) have demonstrated that there is a massive 
potential new audience: people who previously thought of history as something dull and 
dusty, and of little interest or relevance to them. In fact Living the Poor Life project staff 
have recently been approached by, and are now actively working with, a TV production 
company to pitch a potential programme about “The Workhouse” to mainstream TV 
channels. A short “taster” programme has already been produced showcasing a number of 
the cases discovered by several of the volunteer editors.  
Aim 
 
- To enhance and enlarge the searchable capacity of TNA‟s Catalogue.  
- To create a project model that could be used more widely within TNA for the involvement 
of volunteers on large scale cataloguing projects.  
- To demonstrate across the sector the potential for large-scale, “remote” volunteering 
projects.  
- To increase the opportunity for volunteers to work on significant research/cataloguing 
projects.  
- To encourage the diversification of volunteers by giving people the opportunity to work 
remotely from their own homes, rather than travelling to the archives, and to work at their 
own time and pace, e.g. evenings and weekends for those in full time work or full time 
education.  
- To provide a genuine opportunity for people to be involved with their heritage and to build 
new audiences for archives by encouraging a pool of passionate local advocates to 
promote and publicise the material.  
- To give the volunteer editors the opportunity to develop new skills, and to gain a range of 
other benefits.  
Process 
 
Consultation/Recruitment: 
Prior to the formal start of the project TNA staff undertook a consultation exercise with the 
local and family history community, inviting „expressions of interest‟ from groups or 
individuals who would like to be part of the project. Potential groups were then contacted 
and consultation meetings in their areas set up to confirm interest and assess the capacity 
of the group (including the group‟s capacity to grow) to undertake the work. These 
meetings would begin with an introduction to the workings of the poor law (both old and new 
poor laws), a detailed look at the structure of the New Poor Law, examples of the 
nineteenth century documents held at TNA for their specific localities, a discussion of how 
both parties might work together; how the “project” information would be disseminated and 
finally whether we collectively would like to work together on the project. 
These meetings also allowed the groups to discuss amongst themselves how important 
these records were for the history of their local area and the people that populated it in the 
nineteenth century. At each of the meetings TNA staff introduced this underused and (often) 
unknown source for local study, an outline of the major parts of the proposed project and a 
discussion on the merits of what we could do together. 
 
Work/Volunteer Support: 
It was decided to catalogue 105 volumes of the correspondence. A unique and vital part of 
the project was a specially created website on which the scanned images of these volumes 
were hosted. The volunteer editors then download agreed sections of specific volumes to 
their „work computer‟; this might be in a library, museum or archive – but in the main 
people work in their own home. The editors enter the relevant data (image numbers, date, 



folios and historical content) to a specially designed Word document. Completed allocations 
returned to TNA are then saved until all of the allocations for that volume are complete. 
TNA staff then merge the completed allocations and these are then converted and 
uploaded into TNA‟s Catalogue. Following on from this (usually several weeks) the images 
of the volumes are uploaded into TNA‟s DocumentsOnline service. The images are made 
available for free reflecting the value of the volunteer‟s work on the project. Overall, the 
project has harnessed web technology to allow hundreds of volunteers living hundreds of 
miles away to work on the same extended and complex project. 
Support has been given to the volunteers throughout the project in a variety of ways. As 
well as hosting the document images the project website also contains a set of support 
materials. These include various guides and „how to‟ documents, scanned lists of Poor 
Law Commission/Board staff (taken from nineteenth century Imperial Calendars), examples 
of completed allocations, electronic feedback forms and a booklist (covering the history of 
the New Poor Law). In addition a number of workshop videos were produced as aide 
memoirs. These were similar to powerpoint presentations but with a voice over added to 
talk the volunteers through examples of how to go about the cataloguing. The amount of 
support is indicative of the complexity of the volunteer editors task. A personal knowledge of 
e.g. bastardy, settlement laws, relief practices, etc., is essential for their work. Like all 
projects with a significant continuing adult education element this is something which the 
volunteer editors have built up over time. 
One full time dedicated member of staff, and one other member of staff working part time 
on the project, have coordinated the volunteers and their work. They have been in regular 
email communication with the volunteers and are on hand to answer any queries that the 
volunteers may have. They also travelled to the groups to provide the initial training 
sessions and have continued to make visits to the groups to provide face to face updates 
on the progress of the project, highlight some of the material that had come to life from 
across the groups and answer any questions the groups had regarding the records or the 
technical aspects of how to catalogue them. These visits also help TNA to enhance its 
„partnership‟ relationships with the various family history and local history groups, county 
record offices, local museums and local studies libraries who were involved on the project. 
 
In addition staff have produced periodic newsletters which were sent to all volunteer editors. 
These have allowed staff to share what the groups as a whole are finding, keep people 
informed as to what resources are being added to the project website and to engender a 
“group feeling” across 200 people often separated by hundreds of miles. 
Another essential element of the project was the establishment of a local coordinator for 
each of the groups. This was often an archivist, librarian or museum curator. However, in 
many cases this was one of the volunteers themselves. These coordinators have held more 
regular meetings with their own groups and aided the staff at TNA in picking up any 
problems or queries that the groups have had. They have also been essential in fostering a 
sense of local group cohesion. Without these people this sort of large scale project would 
not have been possible.  
Number of participants 
 
During the lifetime of the project a little over 200 volunteer editors have actively engaged 
and participated. The vast majority for the lifetime of the project.  
Impact and outcome 
 
Impact on the volunteers 
- The project has created a heightened passion for history amongst the volunteers. [Group 
coordinator feedback] – “many of the group remember learning about the poor law from 
their school days. The project has greatly enhanced all our knowledge not just of the poor 
law but of life in the mid-nineteenth century: sharing information in our regular group 



meetings; background reading based on the list supplied by TNA”.  
- The groups and local institutions have become vastly more aware of the region/locality 
history.  
- The vast majority of the volunteers have demonstrated a considerable and growing 
knowledge of IT application, archival skill sets as well as an extended historical knowledge 
(the records are some of our most complex for cataloguing and archival and historical 
understanding was essential). “...those without previous experience of computers have 
worked hard to learn how to use them and are now reaping the benefits – including, as in 
the case of [one volunteer], doing their Christmas shopping on line this year! Those with 
limited computer skills now find themselves comfortable to download documents, add 
attachments to e-mails and generally use the typing skills for all sorts of things they 
wouldn‟t have thought about in the past”. [Group coordinator feedback.]  
- As well as IT skills many volunteers have also grown in confidence in terms of their written 
and oral communication skills; many are now writing articles or giving talks for the first time. 
- Some of the volunteers are also full time students and are using this work as the basis of 
essays for their course or are using the project as an opportunity to gain valuable work 
experience to help them gain entrance into the heritage sector.  
- There is a real and positive feeling of “contributing to the future of historical research”.  
- TNA were conscious throughout the project to fully support the volunteers and ensure that 
they knew their work was valued. Their contribution has been publically fully acknowledged 
in any press releases, articles or talks that TNA staff have given. Once the project is fully 
completed TNA will ensure the planned press launch of the material in both the national and 
local news and will publically recognise the volunteers contribution. The work of the 
volunteers and a list of all the groups TNA have been working with on this project is given 
on the home page of the “19th Century Poor Law Union and Workhouse records” part of the 
DocumentsOnline website. They will also be formally recognised in the MH 12 research 
guides which will be updated and available on TNA‟s website from the end of the project. 
 
Impact on service 
- The project has allowed a greater diversity of people to volunteer for TNA. As the project 
materials are web based people do not have to live within or near London. Additionally 
people in full time employment have been able to volunteer as they can work at times which 
suit them. Their voluntary work can then be fitted around other commitments.  
- As more of this material goes live TNA‟s Catalogue becomes a far greater resource. The 
project has delivered many thousands of personal names, place names and subject 
matters; all now key word searchable. Researchers will also have the ability to go onto the 
DocumentsOnline site and download the images of the original documents for free.  
- The project has helped to develop stronger partnerships between TNA and the various 
partnership organisations, for example the Radstock Museum, Berwick upon Tweed Record 
Office, Keighley Local Studies Library, a concrete example of museums, libraries and 
archives working together. 
 
Wider impact 
- Researchers are already beginning to use the catalogued materials and are referencing 
them in such publications as Ancestors, Five Arches: The History Journal of the Radstock, 
Midsomer Norton and District Museum Society and Tyne & Tweed: Journal of the 
Association of Northumberland Local History Societies, and will feed into other historical 
journals in the future.  
- TNA was awarded an ESRC funded PhD studentship entitled “Profiting from Pauperism? 
The Business of the New Poor Law In England and Wales 1834-c1909”. This is a joint 
award between King‟s College London and TNA. The student is currently being supervised 
by a member of the project staff and is using the material catalogued by the volunteers to 
inform his study.  
- As mentioned above the volunteers are now using their own work as the basis for talks, 



workshops and publications. A number of the groups, particularly those connected with 
local museums, archives and libraries have also started to use the material they have 
discovered to create exhibitions to publicise the material locally and engage visitors. The 
group working on the Mitford and Launditch Poor Law Union Correspondence also work at 
the Gressenhall Farm and Workhouse Museum of Norfolk Life, the material they have 
already discovered has been fed into the educational materials for the museum.  
- The work of the various groups is being reported in the mainstream local media (locally 
across the country).  
- The project staff have given several talks specifically about the project and the material 
uncovered to external audiences. This includes a talk at the British Records Association 
and Wellcome Institute‟s Researching Lives: Medicine, science and archives conference in 
December 2009 and a talk as part of the four day Open The Door and Here Are The People 
family history conference for the Halsted Trust in August 2009. As a result of the interest 
sparked from the latter presentation two members of staff from the Family Search company 
visited TNA to see how the project was being run and how the volunteers were managed 
with a view of trying to roll out a similar project themselves in America.  
- Within TNA itself this model of working remotely with a large number of volunteers has 
been adapted for another (current) project to catalogue the 1915 Merchant Navy Crew lists. 
Many of the people who volunteered for this project were not volunteers for their local 
archives, libraries or museums beforehand but many have now become so.  

Evaluation 
 
A full evaluation of the project will be carried out once it has come to an end. At the time of 
writing this has not yet occurred. However a preliminary evaluation, as this relates to the 
volunteer editors has been made. 
 
Throughout the project the volunteers have continually fed back on their experience, and in 
applying for this award direct feedback was sought. The feedback that has been received 
shows what an impact the project has had on the volunteers in a variety of ways. They have 
shown an incredible commitment to the project and their enthusiasm has been endless and 
a motivation to TNA staff. They have become fully immersed in the material and many have 
gained a heightened passion for history in general and a new understanding of this vital part 
of nineteenth century social policy: 
- “reading the correspondence is like following a “historic soap” but about real characters 
not imaginary ones, and when you come to the end of one letter you‟re left cliff-hanging, 
wondering what is going to happen in the next episode.” [Truro group volunteer editor]. 
- “Have to say I‟m thoroughly enjoying doing these – it will be like losing a group of friends 
– Edward Senior [Assistant Poor Law Commissioner], William Ashton [Clerk to the 
Guardians of the Basford Poor Law Union], etc. when I‟m finished.” [Basford group 
volunteer editor]. 
- “do you have more? Please? Am now bereft, as well as snowed-in [Winter 2009/2010], 
which = reduced to rereading Dickens, which has its merits but is not as interesting as the 
Real Thing. More, more!!!!!!!!!” [Kidderminster group volunteer editor]. 
- “The transcription of the workhouse records is vital for the history of our nation. These 
records record the history of our nation from the bottom to the top rather than the usual 
way, top to bottom. Such history records the making of what the [person] in the street is 
today.” [Liverpool group volunteer editor]. 
The work is complex and requires the volunteers to obtain a substantial knowledge of the 
history of the poor law. 
- “those without previous experience of research have been fired with enthusiasm for the 
subject, and have been learning from those who have had previous experience how they 
might find out more about the stories they have unearthed”. [Clutton group coordinator]. 
 



For some the project has renewed a passion for history or encouraged a passion they never 
had before: 
- “You have reawakened my enthusiasm for researching and I hope to continue” 
[Tynemouth group volunteer editor]. 
- “I would never have dreamed I would be doing something like this, especially as history 
wasn‟t my favourite subject, my mind just [used] to wander in class at school then when I 
was 12ish it was dropped as I chose to learn shorthand and typing, which meant no history, 
geography or science. I suppose it‟s never too late to learn!” [Newport Pagnell volunteer 
group editor]. 
This same volunteer has now also written a piece about her work on the project for the 
Bletchley Archaeological and History Society Newsletter. 
 
For some the work has had an immediate practical application in their studies: 
“ -I have to say the project has been fascinating for me, and gave me the opportunity to 
pursue an independent study as part of my bachelor‟s degree at Northeastern University 
(Boston, MA). I wrote a 30 page paper analyxing the conditions of the workhouse and how 
this might have contributed to the inmates mental, physical, and emotional health, including 
a detailed nutritional analysis of the prescribed diet.” [Cardiff group volunteer editor]. 
Many of the volunteers have developed new skills, e.g. the ability to use computers, write 
articles or give talks. 
“I have written an article in the newsletter of “Friends of Berwick and District Museum and 
Archives” and next week I am giving a talk to the Berwick History Society together with 
other members of the group.” [Berwick upon Tweed group volunteer editor]. 
“I have spoken to our Lowestoft u3a family history group about the project and have been 
invited to speak to a group at the regional u3a study day. This is very much a new venture 
for me: I do not usually speak to groups” [Blything group volunteer editor]. 
 
The coordinator for the Basford group helped staff at TNA to recruit new volunteers by 
writing an article for a local history magazine: 
“Delighted to tell you that the article sent in to Notts FHS has been printed and I have had a 
response already…….I was chuffed.” 
For many the most significant benefit has been the pride in their work and the fact that they 
are making a lasting contribution to the future of historical research: 
“The main things for me are firstly a sense of pride at being able to contribute to a project 
and give something back, for the use I have made of all the information available on the 
web”. [Blything group volunteer editor]. 
“For me the deepest satisfaction I derive from the work is the thought that what I contribute 
will be of interest, be maintained and made available for posterity. During my career of 40 
years in industry and commerce…..I see that all of the places and organisations of which I 
was a part, and which were very important to me, no longer exist……The deepest 
satisfaction the Poor Law project gives me derives from the thought that this time my efforts 
will be of use for ever, to whoever is interested, through being part of The National 
Archives.” [Rye group volunteer editor]. 
 
TNA staff have always tried to ensure that the volunteers are listened to and receive the 
help and attention they deserve. Feedback from the volunteers on this aspect of the project 
has been positive: 
“Many thanks for your message and the helpful comments. You probably have no idea how 
helpful it is to see the alterations. It really is worth all the time it must take you. How quickly 
one slips into one‟s own stylistic idiosyncrasies without realising it!” [Bromsgrove group 
volunteer editor]. 
“I found the meeting most enjoyable and useful. It was very helpful to see local illustrations 
and whilst this is undoubtedly time consuming please be assured that your effort is much 
appreciated……….it was good of you to be willing to go off in different directions to cover all 



manner of issues and for the meeting to be so flexible in structure”. [Bromsgrove group 
volunteer editor]. 
“Please thank everyone for their efforts in building this wonderful resource. Special thanks 
to you and Natalie for your patience and help.” [Kidderminster group volunteer editor]. 
 
The groups have also started to use the material in a variety of ways. Many of the groups 
connected with archives, libraries and museums have started to use the material to 
enhance the value of their current resources: 
“The project has been of great use and interest to us here at the Gressenhall Farm and 
Workhouse museum. Then fact that we are operating from the actual workhouse building 
makes the documents come alive. The material we have been looking at has provided us 
with much more information about how the building and the union operated. For the future 
we hope to be able to use this material for exhibitions as well as enhancing our existing 
displays on the workhouse……The material has also allowed us to add to our date base of 
names for inmate and staff, a resource that is increasingly being use by visiting family 
historians…..The material is also of great use to our Learning Department in providing 
source documents for visiting school parties when they come to investigate the workhouse.” 
[Mitford and Launditch group coordinatior]. 
The project has also helped other organisations attract new people who may now go on to 
volunteer for them: 
“[Berwick upon Tweed Record Office] have gained new volunteers who ….will continue to 
do work…in the future.” [Berwick group coordinator].  
Tips 
 
Provide prospective volunteers with a practice run through of the work prior to the allocation 
of “real work”; to allow both sides to gauge suitability. This allows the volunteers to decide 
whether the work is really “for them” and for the archive staff to determine if the returning 
work would be of a sufficient and required standard. 
 
Initial consultation with groups on desirability of material and capacity for work prior to any 
other work starting. Establishment of local enthusiastic coordinator for each group. A 
recognised central focal point (member of staff of the lead organisation) for local 
coordinators and volunteer editors. Continuing dialogue between lead organisation and all 
of the key partners. Recognition of full partnership status; an attitude of “we can‟t do it 
without you - you can‟t do it without us”.  

Future development 
 
In late 2009 project staff within TNA responsible for cataloguing other series of records met 
with Living the Poor Life staff to consult on how the project website and various processes 
had been designed. A version of this has now been put together to continue the facilities 
(online) for the remote transcription of crew lists held at local record offices and in BT99 
held at TNA.  
Project website :  
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/poor_law/images.htm 
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/catalogue/search.asp 
Case study record created on: 
24/05/2010 
MLA funded: 
No 
Institution: 
The National Archives (TNA) 
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Key partners: 
 
Berwick upon Tweed Record Office (Northumberland). 
ii. Bishops Stortford and District Local History Society (Hertfordshire). 
iii. Glamorgan Record Office. 
iv. Cornwall Record Office. 
v. East Sussex Record Office. 
vi. Gressenhall Farm and Workhouse: Museum of Norfolk Life. 
vii. Keighley Local Studies Library (West Yorkshire) 
viii. Liverpool Local History Society (Merseyside). 
ix. Llanfyllin Dolydd Building Preservation Trust (Montgomeryshire). 
x. Newport Pagnell Museum/ Newport Pagnell Historical Society (Buckinghamshire). 
xi. Northumberland Collections Service. 
xii. North Staffordshire Historians‟ Guild. 
xiii. Radstock Museum (Somerset). 
xiv. Southampton Central Library (Hampshire). 
xv. Swaledale Museum (North Yorkshire). 
xvi. Wyre Forest Historical Research Group (Worcestershire) 
As can be seen here some groups of volunteers were specific „history society‟ groups or 
volunteers drawn together by individual museum, library or archive staff. However, looser 
„groups‟ of local, family and other historians gathered to work on the project specifically in 
xvii/xviii Basford/Mansfield (Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire); xix Blything (Sussex); xx 
Clent and Belbroughton near Bromsgrove (Worcestershire); and xxi Thorncombe near 
Axminster (Devon and Dorset). These latter groups are often made up of people from more 
than one history society along with people from no particular society at all. 
Team members:  
 
Paul Carter: Project Director 
Natalie Whistance: Records Coordinator and Cataloguing Officer 

Start date:  
October 2008 
End date:  
31 April 2010 
Contact:  
 
Dr Paul Carter 
The National Archives 
020 8876 3444 extn 2120. 

Alternative contact:  
 
Ann Morton 
The National Archives 
020 8876 3444 extn 2171. 
Domains: 
 
Museums 
Libraries 
Historic environment 
Archives  
Sector developing role: 

mailto:paul.carter@nationalarchives.gov.uk�
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Standards 
Research and Evidence 
Partnerships 
Liaison 
Advocacy and strategic marketing 
Advice  
Social groups: 
 
Older people 
People with disabilities  
Social outcomes: 
 
Raising participation 
Community empowerment & active citizenship 
Learning & skills 
Celebrating local identity 
Community cohesion & inclusion  
Geographical Coverage: 
 
West Midlands 
South West 
South East 
North West 
North East 
London 
England 
East Midlands 
East of England 
(UK) Wales 
UK 
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